Our Historic District
District is under attack from non-resident property investors whose goal is to build whatever they want next to

your home—a bar, an apartment complex, a parking lot, a high-rise, a strip mall, anything. This attack has triggered a “reconsideration”
process where the City of Houston will mail out repeal surveys to property owners within our district.. Filling out and returning a Survey for
Historic District Repeal will contribute to the destruction of our historic district and all of the protections that it provides to our residents and
their property values. Throwing away the repeal survey will help keep our historic district alive and preserve First Montrose Commons’
historic and residential character. First Montrose Commons Neighborhood Association urges you to tear up and throw out your
Survey for Historic District Repeal, and to take a stand against the commoditization and commercialization of our neighborhood. Read this
issue and get the full story about our historic district, about the investors who want to destroy it, and about how much the district truly means
to our property values and our way of life.

WITH Our Historic District

WITHOUT Our Historic District

you get

you get

PROTECTION FROM INAPPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT, such as
commercial large 4-story multifamily complexes next to
our homes.

UNRESTRAINED, UNRESTRICTED DEVELOPMENT. Want a 4-story,
sidewalk-to-sidewalk development next door?

PRESERVATION OF GREENSPACE through minimum setbacks.
(No “Dark Canyons of Concrete” development).

LESS GREENSPACE AND MORE GRAYSPACE. No setbacks unless
you petition for them.

A WALKABLE NEIGHBORHOOD with porches where you can
greet your neighbors – and keep an eye on others.

A DEVELOPMENT populated by short-term renters and
owners with little care for the neighborhood or its future.

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE, RAISE YOUR FAMILY, OR RETIRE, with
neighbors you actually know, working together to PROTECT,
IMPROVE, AND PRESERVE THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

A COLLECTION OF UNRELATED DEVELOPMENTS AND
COMMERCIAL INTERESTS, with little political clout or
power to protect or improve the neighborhood as a whole.

LESS DENSE DEVELOPMENT, and therefore, BETTER PARKING AND
MOBILITY within the neighborhood.

HIGHLY DENSE DEVELOPMENT; more cars; more “visitors”;
more traffic – NO PARKING!

A STABLE NEIGHBORHOOD WITH A SENSE OF SHARED HISTORIC
PRIDE – preserving and improving our unique collection of
Houston’s first “suburban” homes, & THE ABILITY TO REPAIR

ANYTHING GOES! YOUR PROPERTY SELLS FOR LAND VALUE
ONLY. YOUR HOUSE IS TORN DOWN TO MAKE WAY FOR A HIGH
RISE, A BAR, A PARKING LOT, OR WHATEVER SUITS THE DEVELOPER
AT THAT TIME. Neighborhood “Investors” defer maintenance
on houses in anticipation of a quick sale and profit. THE
NEIGHBORHOOD DIES TO MAKE WAY FOR A DEVELOPMENT.

OR MODIFY YOUR HOME IN A WAY THAT INSURES ITS ONGOING
VALUE – both historical and economical.

The Choice is YOURS – T ax|z{uÉÜ{ÉÉw , or A DEVELOPMENT?
DEVELOPMENT
7:00pm Jan ua ry 18 - Mon trose Co uns eling C en te r
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Learn the TRUTH about “Reconsideration”

City Officials to Meet with FMC
Property Owners to Determine
Future of Our Neighborhood
7 : 0 0 p m , Tu e s d a y J a n u a r y 1 8
Montrose Counseling Center
A small group of investors opposed to the First Commons Historic District filed the necessary petitions to force the majority that approved its creation to “reconsider” whether they truly want to be protected from inappropriate development or demolition of the houses that make our neighborhood what it is. These investors believe that their petitions will now enable US to vote whether we approve of the new Historic Preservation Ordinance or not. They could not be more wrong! What their petition has done is to enable CITY COUNCIL to vote whether
THEY want the First Montrose Commons Historic District to exist or not – a vote which Council took only six months ago!
So, on January 18 at 7:00 pm, officials from the City of Houston will meet with us to explain the next step in this
convoluted process – “The Survey”. Owners of each properly registered property in the First Montrose Commons
Historic District will receive a barcoded survey packet via US Postal Service. They will have 15 days from that date to
decide whether they wish to ABOLISH the FMC Historic District. The ONLY QUESTION ASKED on the Survey Form is
whether you want to ABOLISH the FMC Historic District.
There is NO

OPTION

There is NO

OPTION to simply reduce the size of the Historic District.

There is NO

OPTION to indicate that you support the existing Historic District.

The ONLY WAY TO PRESERVE
THE FIRST MONTROSE COMMONS HISTORIC DISTRICT is to
NOT SIGN and NOT RETURN THE SURVEY!
Do NOT Be Misled by Real Estate Investors, Brokers, or Developers!
Attend the FMC Meeting January 18, 2011 at 7:00pm sharp in the
Montrose Counseling Center and get the FACTS for yourself!

WHO PETITIONED FOR RECONSIDERATION?
A small minority of property owners filed petitions
to force the City of Houston to “reconsider”
whether their “rights” to build whatever they
please wherever they please should trump the
rights of the majority of us that worked to protect
our neighborhood from the loss of its historic
residential character. Half of them have purely
commercial interests in our land;
land;
three quarters of them do not even live here!
next meeting

7:00 pm January 18

•

Montrose Counseling Center
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The ONLY People the Survey Allows to “Reconsider” are those on City Council —

It’s NOT a Ballot on Reconsideration

It IS a Survey to REPEAL Protection
UR HISTORIC DISTRICT IS UNDER
ATTACK from nonnon-resident property investors

O

whose goal is the right to build whatever they
want next to your home—a bar, an apartment
complex, a parking lot, a high-rise, a strip
mall, anything.

How did we get here?
In 2008, First Montrose Commons Neighborhood Association began the process of establishing a protected
historic district within our neighborhood. Many of our
neighbors spent the better part of two years going doorto-door, writing letters, and rallying our community to
obtain signatures in support of a historic district. After
obtaining signatures from a majority of property owners,
the Association completed and submitted an exhaustive
application for historic district designation to the City of
Houston. Based on the location of historic properties in
First Montrose Commons, the City then drew the boundaries of the First Montrose Commons Historic District,
and City Council voted unanimously to create our
Historic District on June 9, 2010.
2010.
The Historic Preservation Ordinance under which the
First Montrose Commons Historic District was created
contained a major weakness: those wanting to tear down
or build in a historic district would need to apply to the
City for a Certificate of Appropriateness, but could
proceed with their plans even if their application had
been rejected after the expiration of a 90 day waiting
period (a “90 day waiver”). That waiting period deterred
some capital-poor developers who needed to quickly
build on properties and flip them before their bank
loans came due. But the waiting period only slowed the
loss of historic properties, and it became clear that many
historic districts would ultimately be consumed by new
developments unless the historic preservation ordinance
was substantially revised.
Three months after the First Montrose Commons
Historic District was created, Mayor Annise Parker and
Council Member Sue Lovell spearheaded a major
amendment of the Historic Preservation Ordinance. The
chief feature would be the elimination of the 90 day
waiver—making a Certificate of Appropriateness
absolutely necessary before tearing down or radically

appear in the Reconsideration Petition. This means that
only 8.3% of the original proponents for
historic district designation in FMC now
Developers, investors, and other antiwish to reconsider their position in
preservationists worked hard to find a way response to the new historic preservation
not only to prevent elimination of the 90ordinance.
day waiver, but to completely repeal the
meager historic preservation rules already In short, our historic district is under attack from nonin place throughout the City’s 16 designated Historic resident property investors, many of whom are interested
in commercial development, and few of whom originally
Districts. The result was a compromise: they would
“support” passage of the new Historic Preservation
supported historic preservation or even live in First
Montrose Commons.
Ordinance eliminating the 90-day waiver, but only if
property owners in the City’s existing Historic Districts
could “reconsider” whether they wanted to be included Why are property investors attempting to repeal
under the new Ordinance’s provisions. This “comproour historic district?
mise” took the form of a Transition Ordinance that
The Historic Preservation Ordinance
allows as few as 10% of the property owners within an
requires developers to invest in
existing Historic District to force a “survey” of the
neighborhoods, rather than in projects.
property owners to see whether they wish to completely
repeal their existing Historic District. It was marketed
The revised Historic Preservation Ordinance establishes
as a way to “let the citizens vote” on the new Ordinance, height and set-back restrictions to protect neighborbut in reality it is nothing more than a survey soliciting hoods from high density and/or commercial projects that
support to repeal the City’s existing Historic Districts,
tower over neighboring properties. Further, the Ordithus permitting completely unrestricted development.
nance specifies that new construction must be in keeping with the neighborhood. These provisions mean that
The amended Historic Preservation and Transition
Ordinances both passed, and reconsideration petitions developers must invest more time and money to design
appropriate additions to individual neighborhoods rather
for half of the City’s historic districts (including the
than using cookie-cutter templates to cut costs and turn
First Montrose Commons Historic District) were filed.
a quick profit without considering the impact of their
Therefore, our historic district is now undergoing the
projects on existing neighborhoods.
reconsideration process and there is a real possibility
that the district could be shrunk or even entirely
What happens if First Montrose Commons loses
repealed.
remodeling a historic property, or before beginning new
construction in a historic district.

historic district protection?

Without historic district protection, properties in First
Montrose Commons will be vulnerable to unrestricted
development. Walls of four story townhouses
Non-resident property investors are the
or even a high-rise could tower over your
primary force behind the reconsideration
petition that was filed for the First Montrose Commons home. A bar, restaurant, or any other commercial
development could be built next to your home. And if a
Historic District. 75% of the signatures on the
commercial development is built near your home, then
reconsideration petition belong to such non-residents.
properties next to you must be purchased to serve as
The petition forms themselves were distributed by Mr.
that development’s parking lot under the City’s current
Jeff Grant, who resides near Upper Kirby, and Mr. Lee
Parking Ordinance.
Girard, who resides in Bellaire. Nearly half of the
petitions came from property owners with commercial
interests in our land. Only 10 of the 120 properties
CONTINUED PAGE 4
whose owners signed our Historic District Petition also

Who is attempting to repeal our historic district?

81% Did NOT want Reconsideration
Only 19% of Tracts in the
FMC Historic District have
FORCED “Reconsideration”!
The Mental Health Co-Op
contributed 2% of the signatures, and others, such as
apartments and vacant land
owners, an additional 9%.
T h e O N LY Wa y To P r e s e r v e T h e F i r s t M o n t r o s e C o m m o n s H i s t o r i c D i s t r i c t
IS TO
The
!
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Let’s NOT Repeal ALL Our Protection to Enrich a FEW

R

IGHT NOW OUR HOMES HAVE
HAVE VALUE AS RESIDENCES
RESIDENCES.
That value is further increased by being sited in a
neighborhood of similar historic character. But
if someone builds a commercial or large scale multifamily development next to you, your home’s value
will likely be reduced to tear-down status, no matter how
much love and care you’ve put into it over the years. If
enough development occurs, eventually First Montrose
Commons will entirely lose its residential character and
all of the remaining houses will see their value reduced
regardless of their proximity to new developments. Who
wants to buy a traditional house hidden in a forest of
massive commercial and multi-family developments?

– the City HAS NOT LEVIED A SINGLE FINE
UNDER THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION
ORDINANCE DURING THE 15 YEARS IT HAS
EXISTED!! It seems they are much more interested in
working together with the homeowner to achieve compliance than in protracted legal battles that serve no one.

( C ON TI N U ED FR OM PA G E 3)

most important step in preserving our district is also the
easiest one. Simply do not return the Survey for Historic District Repeal and your silence will count as a
vote for preserving our histor
historic district
district and preserv
preserving
our neighborhood for its resi
residents.
dents For those who wish
to actively protect our Historic District, you are all
encouraged to attend the City’s meeting on re
recon
consid
sideraeraDangerous properties or properties that are not econom- tion on January 18th and voice your opin
opinions there. You
ically feasible to restore can be demolished – after a
are also encour
encouraged to attend the City Coun
Council meeting
hearing before the Houston Archeological and Historical (time and date to be deter
determined) where our historic
Commission ( HAHC). The amended Ordinance simplifies district’s fate will ultimately be determined.
determined If time does
the procedures and spells out in detail the requirements not allow you to attend either event, you may instead
to prove economic hardship.
write to Mayor Parker and Council Members Wanda
Wanda
Adams, Stephen Cos
Costello, Sue Lovell, Melissa Nor
Noriega,
Third,
you
can
paint
your
house
however
you
like,
perAnd it could be that no developer will want to buy your
C.O. Bradford, and Jolanda Jones to express your prefprefform
whatever
interior
remodeling
you
want,
put
in
property as raw land either. The property investors who
erence for protecting the First Montrose
whatever
landscape
suits
you
–
without
a
Certificate
of
are pushing to destroy our historic district typically own
Commons Historic District.
District
large tracts of land suitable for large developments. Most Appropriateness! Some activities require a Building
Permit–whether
you
are
in
the
Historic
District
or
not
(for
lots in FMC are not large enough for the kinds of proLastly, our Association will be actively campaigning for
example major electrical or plumbing work), but they do our Historic District in the wake of the City’s meeting. If
jects that developers are pursuing. Without historic
not require you to appear before the HAHC.
district protection, many of our residents will be the
you wish to volunteer for this campaign, please contact
odd-men out in the redevelopment of First Montrose
President Jason Ginsburg at
jasong@firstmontrosecommons.com. But even if you feel
Commons.
like you do not have enough time to volunteer, you
Beyond the value of our houses, losing historic discan still make a difference by simply
trict protection in favor of high-density development
talking with your neighbors, asking
would lead to parking and traffic problems. Of parthem not to return their Survey for
ticular concern are townhouse developments where 5
Historic District Repeal, and letting them
or 6 units share a single driveway, which means that
know how important this issue is to First
visitor parking is always someone else’s problem.
Montrose Commons’ past and future.
You would also see many people deferring mainteOnly by working together can we keep this a residennance on their properties while waiting for redeveltial neighborhood, a historic neighborhood, and a
opment bids. Look no further than Midtown to see
wonderful place to live. Please take a stand against
empty, dilapidated buildings waiting for the next
the commoditization and commercialization of our
land rush.
neighborhood by not returning the repeal survey and
by letting the City and your neighbors know that you
And yes, we would lose our history as historic homes
support a historic, stable, and
are bulldozed to make way for whatever a developer
residential First Montrose Commons.
has his heart set on. Our historic homes and the What is happening now?
historic district status that
that comes with them The City of Houston has scheduled a required meeting
give First Montrose Commons a unique and with property owners in the FMC Historic District during our regularly scheduled FMC meeting Tuesday,
attractive quality that cannot be replaced.
January 18, 2011 beginning at 7:00pm sharp. There,
What happens if First Montrose Commons retains property owners will be informed precisely what steps
remain as required by the Transition Ordinance to dehistoric district protection?
termine the future of the First Montrose Commons HisFirst, we continue to develop as a walkable neighborhood with porches and lawns where you can greet your toric District, as well as the consequences of repealing
neighbors-neighbors whom you actually know, neighbors the District. The City will then mail each property owner
who can keep an eye on your property while you are at a packet that contains a Survey for Historic District
work or out of town. Development will continue, but with Repeal (often erroneously referred to as a “ballot” by
those opposed to Historic Districts).
consideration of the whole neighborhood, rather than
just “the bottom line”.
Depending on the results of this Survey for Historic
District Repeal, the Director of the Planning CommisSecond, the City will provide free guidance as to
appropriate methods for rehabilitation and remodeling of sion will make her recommendations to City Council,
who will decide whether to retain the FMC HD, repeal it
historic homes that will enhance their value – both
entirely, or amend its boundaries. Council will then This is a sample of what the City’s Survey for Historic
historic and economic. True, we will have to seek
vote on the fate of the FMC HD.
HD If more than
District Repeal looks like. Actual forms will be mailed to
Certificates of Appropriateness for major exterior
51%
of
the
property
owners
return
this
survey
form
each property owner within the FMC Historic District late
changes, but we would have to seek Building Permits for
such activities even if we were not in a historic district, indicating they favor repeal, then we risk losing some or in January.
and no architectural advice is provided when seeking a all of the protection we have worked more than two years
to obtain. If less than 51% of the survey forms are reBuilding Permit.
S AV E F M C !
turned, the Council is unlikely to alter the FMC HD.
It is also true that breaking these rules – by not obtainDo NOT SIGN THIS FORM
ing a Certificate of Appropriateness when required, for Thus, the only way to preserve the First Montrose
Commons Historic District is to ignore and disexample, can be punished by fines of $50 - $500 per
pose of the City Survey for Historic District Repeal
Do NOT RETURN THIS FO
day. But – you can also be fined the same amount for
failure to obtain a Building Permit when required! And which will arrive in their mail. This means that the

next meeting

7:00 pm January 18

•

Montrose Counseling Center
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Deed Restrictions WILL NOT Provide the same Protections Against Inappropriate Development as the Historic District.

T h e O N LY Wa y To P r e s e r v e T h e F i r s t M o n t r o s e C o m m o n s H i s t o r i c D i s t r i c t
IS TO
The
!
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You cannot rebuild history, but …

You can destroy it!

next meeting

7:00 pm January 18

•

Montrose Counseling Center
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by Tom McBrayer

October | November 2010
Location

Crime

Premises

Date
Time

200
W Alabama
300
W Alabama
4000
Stanford
200
W Alabama
500
W Main
500
Sul Ross
300
W Alabama
300
W Alabama
800
W Alabama
600
Colquitt
4100
Montrose
900
Richmond
400
Richmond
4100
Montrose
300
W Alabama
3800
Milam
600
Richmond
4100
Montrose
200
W Alabama
500
W Main
400
Branard
3800
Montrose
3900
Montrose
3900
Montrose
500
Sul Ross
700
Colquitt

Murder

Apartment

Robbery
Robbery

Convenience
store
Garage

Burglary

Residence

Burglary

Apartment

Theft

Residence

Theft

Theft

Convenience
store
Convenience
store
Residence

Theft

Driveway

Theft

Office building

Homicide

Sidewalk

Robbery

Miscellaneous
business
Parking lot

10.16
9:00 pm
10.10
4:00 am
10.02
12 noon
10.12
4:00 am
10.22
7:00 am
10.03
6:00 pm
10.05
Midnight
10.08
5:00 am
01.15
3:00 am
10.18
7:00 pm
10.25
5:00 pm
11.07
7:00 pm
11.09
9:00 am
11.12
7:00 pm
11.20
2:00 pm
11.17
8:00 pm
10.25
4:00 pm
11.05
10:00 am
11.06
Midnight
10.12
Midnight
11.14
3:00 pm
11.15
11:00 am
11.18
8:00 am
11.18
8:00 am
11.25
10:00 pm
11.25
9:00 pm

Theft

Robbery
Aggravated
assault
Burglary

Apartment

Theft

Electronics
store
Restaurant

Theft

Library

Theft
Theft

Apartment
parking lot
Street

Theft

Street

Theft

University

Theft

Parking lot

MOVIES! The store on Richmond has closed after four years of supplying those hard-to-find videos. Owner, Roy Arcos — a real movie
buff — says he’s looking for another location in the neighborhood.
Let’s try that again. Back in the spring CANOPY started building a,
well, a canopy on the south side of their Montrose location, the
Branard side. Along came a city inspector and said, “Where’s your
permit?” They didn’t have a permit for the canopy (really a pergola),
and the patio extended beyond the setback. So down came the canopy
and a trip to the Planning Commission was scheduled to get a variance. Nothing yet on the outcome but the variance signs are down.
The old LEWIS & MEASE A NTIQUES on Garrott (3800 block) shop has
not held antiques for some time now. But it has been remodeled and
revamped for office space on the first floor and residential apartments
on the second.
HOUSTON MARATHON: This marathon season we have a double dose:
On Saturday, January 29, approximately 250 of the best USA runners
will compete for the USA Track & Field half marathon championship. It will be held on Allen Parkway and Memorial Drive between
downtown and Shepherd, only affecting Montrose and Waugh Drive
for a short distance north of Allen Parkway. Then on Sunday, we'll
have the CHEVRON HOUSTON MARATHON and the A RAMCO HALF
MARATHON running down Montrose on its usual route. We'll see the
first runners about 7:35 and the last ones around 10:30. So, if you want
out of the area, head for 59. Give me a call if you think you'll need
help for your particular route. Tom McBrayer 713.523.5679

HSPVA

 Chamber Orchestra Concert — January 27, 7:30PM
Houston Center for Contemporary Craft (Free)

 Inverted Harmony: A Handmade Environment by Jenine Bressner

January 22 - March 13
Houston Museum of Natural Science

Forgotten Gateway: Coming to America Through Galveston Island
Theft
Parking lot
Through February 20
Theft
Street
Museum of Fine Arts

Intimate Settings and Public Spaces: Impressionist and
Theft
Apartment
Post-Impressionist Drawings and Prints
parking lot
Through January 17
For the first time since we began publishing these reports, FMC reported a violent
death in two consecutive months. The November incident was recorded as the
The Menil Collection (Free)
900 block of Richmond, the Shell station, but was the result of a store-owner’s
 Kissed by Angels: A Selection of Work from Southern California —
defense against a would-be robber. The owner of D&Q Mini Mart actually conPaintings, prints and sculptures
fronted the man and his companion outside his store, but the man collapsed as
Through February 20
he ran to the Shell station.
Looking at all the thefts and robberies occurring, we know it’s the season of des- Contemporary Arts Museum
peration. No location is sacred as we see it happened in parking lots, residences,  Benjamin Patterson: Born in the State of FLUX/us — A retrospective
of the artist’s 50-year career
driveways and even the University of St. Thomas and the library. Let’s be
Through January 23
cautious, both in daylight and after dark. It can happen anytime.

T h e O N LY Wa y To P r e s e r v e T h e F i r s t M o n t r o s e C o m m o n s H i s t o r i c D i s t r i c t
IS TO
The
!
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Yard of the Month for January 2011 goes to …

F i r s t

M o n t r o s e

C o m m o n s

A Neighborhood worth Preserving for all its Yards and Homes!
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BOWL

D & Q MINIMART

estafeta®

FREDERICK BUILDERS

It’s Time to Renew Your Membership for 2011!
Only Active Members who are current on their Annual Dues may vote at FMC Meetings.
Take a moment to renew your support for one of Houston’s Finest Traditional Urban Neighborhoods!

JAY S. GINSBURG, P.C.

Still just $10.00 per person per year!
MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER

MULLEN CONSULTING, LLC

MELISSA NOBLE – STYLIST

Editor’s Note – This month On Common Ground has been dedicated to supporting the
First Montrose Commons Historic District – as it was created by City Council on June 9, 2010.
The membership of First Montrose Commons Neighborhood Association approved this position by
an overwhelming majority vote at our November 2010 General Meeting. The First Montrose
Commons Neighborhood Association urges all property owners within the First Montrose
Commons Historic District to support the Historic District as the best means of protecting the
unique residential character of our neighborhood. Please destroy
de stroy your Survey to Repeal
Historic Designation and volunteer to attend the City Council Meeting that will
decide our fate (likely in February 2011)).
– Steve Longmire, Director of Communications

PURE POTENTIAL LIVING MASSAGE

ROBIN’S NEST

TONY’S TREE SERVICE

UST DINING SERVICE

VIEBIG
IEBIG, MCCOMMON & ASSOC.

DR. JIM WHEELER

next meeting

7:00 pm January 18

•

Montrose Counseling Center

